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04 Editorial
Photo ScEnE  
AP photographer Nick Ut 
received the Leica Hall  
of Fame Award on Septem-
ber 17 at Photokina’s eve

06 BookS
New photo books by 
Ryan McGinley, Candida 
Höfer, Elliott Erwitt and 
Walker Evans  

80 ExhiBitionS
fotofever Brussels & New-
topia – young, aspiring 
and unconventional, and 
why Human Rights are 
still a dream for the future

84 rEadErS’ GallEry  
Red shirt photography 
taken by LFI readers

86 My PicturE
Danish photographer  
Jacob Aue Sobol speaks 
about a motif that brought 
him back to photography

iMPrint

8 | Open Minded
Jens Erdman Rasmussen, curator at Det Nationale 

Fotomuseum in Copenhagen, speaks about the past and 
present situation of photography in Denmark.

12 | Dead Traffic
Over a decade after the civil war, Danish photographer  

Kim Thue presents everyday life for youths and their gangs 
in Freetown, the capital of Sierra Leone.

26 | Price of the Future
The mining of coveted rare earth metals takes  

place in the furthest reaches of China – a photo reportage  
by Véronique de Viguerie and Manon Querouil.

38 | No Man’s Land
Fences and walls give the world structure yet create  

a chaotic conglomerate – good enough reason for Robert 
McCann to photograph them time and time again.

42 | Right Between the Eyes
There are few subjects as captivating for the viewer as  

the human face. Peer Kugler’s straightforward portraits stand 
out because of their severe and formal emphasis.

76 | Araki: Love by Leica
Love is the force that drives him, leading to both  

productivity and provocation: Araki, one of the most influen-
tial representatives of Japanese photography.

Cover photo: from the 
‘Dead Traffic’ series by 
Kim Thue (starting p. 12)
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LEICA worLd 
50 A nEw ErA:
 ThE nEw LEICA M 

Leica’s flag ship – a cam-
era with tradition and  
radical new technology

58 ThE LEICA M-E 
The newest member of 
the M family: a slimmed-
down version of the M9

60 ThE LEICA S
At heart unchanged,
 but with many optimized 
components

64 nEw S LEnSES 
Leica expands the S sys-
tem with 3 new lenses and 
one ancillary lens 

66 ThE d-Lux 6
A compact with an ex-
tremely fast zoom lens

70 ThE V-Lux 4
With everything it takes 
to be the secret star of  
Leica’s compact range

72 x2 PAuL SMITh
British designer Paul 
Smith has given the Leica 
X2 a new outfit

73 x A LA CArTE
One-of-a-kind cameras 
thanks to a choice of 
leather coverings and in-
dividual engravings 

The mining of rare earth metals seems light years away from the 
high tech products they are needed for (starting p. 26)

The Leica M with a 24 
mega-pixel CMOS  
sensor (starting p. 50)
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